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Celebrating five years of dynamic asset allocation
with AXA WF Global Optimal Income
AXA WF Global Optimal Income celebrates its 5 year anniversary in March 2018. Here’s how we’ve utilised the flexibility
of our multi-asset approach to deliver steady growth while minimising drawdowns over that time.
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A key driver of performance is our flexibility to adapt equity exposure to economic and market conditions while maintaining a growth focus:
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Macroeconomic environment shows strong
deterioration and perceived tail risk

We base allocation decisions on asset class valuations,
focusing on diversification and low correlations

Markets show consistent performance, with room for
equities to rise
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Here’s how it worked in practice
2013:
Fund launched

2014:
Diﬀicult year for markets but
stock picking strongly benefited
the fund

2015:
We had a positive bias on
equities most of the year,
especially Europe and Japan

2016:
Diﬀicult start of the year but
equity replacement strategy
helped smooth volatility

2017:
Focus on growth sensitive assets
most of the year, based on solid
global growth and accommodative
monetary policy
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We increased equity allocation to ~80% on the
positive outlook for European equities, supported
by ECB quantitive easing (QE).
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We reduced equity allocation to ~35% on Brexit
uncertainty. This helped mitigate the volatility which
arose after the vote and helped us benefit from the
market rebound that followed.
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We bought futures on the CAC40 index as
we thought markets were overestimating
an extremist party victory in the French
elections, which contributed positively to
performance.
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Why is now a good time to invest in Global Optimal Income?
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Serge Pizem
Lead Portfolio Manager,
Global Head of
Multi-Asset Investments

Volatility requires flexibility

Conviction in ever-changing markets

2

Access global growth

3

Volatility has returned at the start of
2018, but this is not a new phenomenon
– for example we endured difficult market
conditions in 2015-2016. To capture
investment opportunities and mitigate
risks as and when they arise, we have full
flexibility on equities.

Market volatility also shouldn’t mean
changing your views every day. Our
combination of top-down asset class exerts
and conviction-led stock selection aims to
give investors long-term returns.

With global growth and the stock of QE likely
to peak this year, AXA WF Global Optimal
Income aims to provide steady growth by
capturing the upside of rising markets while
mitigating drawdowns in declining markets.

1 Performance figures quoted are for the A share class in euros, net of fees, for the AXA WF Global Optimal Income from 8 March 2013 to 8 March 2018. All investments involve risk including the loss of capital.
Past performance is no guarantee of future performance.
2 Morningstar ranking indicates that AXA WF Global Optimal Income is in the 1st decile across 1yr, 3yr and since-launch within the EAA OE EUR Flexible Allocation – Global category.© Morningstar as at
08/03/2018. Decile rankings refer to both A and F share class in euros for each fund’s Morningstar category. The information, data, analyses and opinions contained herein (1) include the propriety information
of Morningstar; (2) may not be copied or redistributed; (3) do not constitute investment advice; (4) are provided solely for informational purposes; (5) are not warranted to be complete, accurate or timely; and
(6) may be drawn from fund data published on various dates.
3 Percentage of portfolio’s net assets for illustrative purposes only. For more details refer to the appropriate KIID or Prospectus.
4 Source: AXA IM. Unaudited data from end of March 2013 to end February 2018. AXA WF Global Optimal Income I Share. The figures are related to previous months or years and past performances are not
a reliable indicator of future performances. Performance calculations are net of management or distribution fees. Performance calculations are based on the reinvestment dividend. Remember… all
investment involves risk. AXA WF Global Optimal Income is invested in financial markets and uses techniques and instruments which are subject to some levels of variation, which may result in gains or
losses. Risks associated with the Fund include credit risk, counterparty risk, risks associated with techniques such as derivatives, the use of leverage which may increase the effect of market movements on the
Fund, geopolitical risk, and risk linked to investments in hedge funds. Investors are advised to refer to the current KIID and prospectus available on our website for a detailed description of risk considerations.

Not for Retail distribution: This document is intended exclusively for Professional, Institutional, Qualified or Wholesale Clients / Investors only, as defined by applicable local laws and regulation. Circulation
must be restricted accordingly.
This promotional communication does not constitute on the part of AXA Investment Managers a solicitation or investment, legal or tax advice. This material does not contain sufficient information to support an
investment decision. Before making an investment, investors should read the relevant Prospectus and the Key Investor Information Document / scheme documents, which provide full product details including
investment charges and risks. The information contained herein is not a substitute for those documents or for professional external advice. The products or strategies discussed in this document may not be
registered nor available in your jurisdiction. Please check the countries of registration with the asset manager, or on the web site https://www.axa-im.com/en/registration-map, where a fund registration map
is available. In particular units of the funds may not be offered, sold or delivered to U.S. Persons within the meaning of Regulation S of the U.S. Securities Act of 1933. The tax treatment relating to the holding,
acquisition or disposal of shares or units in the fund depends on each investor’s tax status or treatment and may be subject to change. Any potential investor is strongly encouraged to seek advice from its own
tax advisors. AXA WF Global Optimal Income is a sub-fund of AXA World Funds. AXA WORLD FUNDS ‘s registered office is 49, avenue J.F Kennedy L-1885 Luxembourg. The Company is registered under the number
B. 63.116 at the “Registre de Commerce et des Sociétés” The Company is a Luxembourg SICAV UCITS IV approved by the CSSF and managed by AXA Funds Management, a société anonyme organized under
the laws of Luxembourg with the Luxembourg Register Number B 32 223RC, and whose registered office is located at 49, Avenue J.F. Kennedy L-1885 Luxembourg. Past performance is not a guide to current or
future performance, and any performance or return data displayed does not take into account commissions and costs incurred when issuing or redeeming units. References to league tables and awards are not
an indicator of future performance or places in league tables or awards and should not be construed as an endorsement of any AXA IM company or their products or services. Please refer to the websites of the
sponsors/issuers for information regarding the criteria on which the awards/ratings are based. The value of investments, and the income from them, can fall as well as rise and investors may not get back the
amount originally invested. Exchange-rate fluctuations may also affect the value of their investment. Due to this and the initial charge that is usually made, an investment is not usually suitable as a short term
holding. © 2018 Morningstar. All Rights Reserved. The information, data, analyses and opinions (“Information”) contained herein (1) include the propriety information of Morningstar; (2) may not be copied or
redistributed; (3) do not constitute investment advice; (4) are provided solely for informational purposes; (5) are not warranted to be complete, accurate or timely; and (6) may be drawn from fund data published
on various dates. Morningstar is not responsible for any trading decisions, damages or other losses related to the Information or its use. Please verify all of the Information before using it and don’t make any
investment decision except upon the advice of a professional financial adviser. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. The value and income derived from investments may go down as well as up.
Issued in the UK by AXA Investment Managers UK Limited, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the UK. Registered in England and Wales No: 01431068. Registered Office: 7
Newgate Street, London EC1A 7NX.In other jurisdictions, this document is issued by AXA Investment Managers SA’s affiliates in those countries.
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